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Abstract. Given as input an edge-weighted graph, we analyze two al-

gorithms for nding subgraphs with low total edge weight. The rst algorithm nds a separator subgraph with a small number of components,
and is analyzed for graphs with an arbitrary excluded minor. The second
algorithm nds a spanner with small stretch factor, and is analyzed for
graphs in a hereditary family G (k). These results imply (i) a QPTAS
(quasi-polynomial time approximation scheme) for the TSP (traveling
salesperson problem) in unweighted graphs with an excluded minor, and
(ii) a QPTAS for the TSP in weighted graphs with bounded genus.

1 Introduction
In the traveling salesperson problem (TSP) we are given n sites and their distance
matrix, and our goal is to nd a simple closed tour of the sites with minimum
total distance. The TSP has driven both practical and theoretical algorithm research for several decades [9]. Most variants are NP-hard, and therefore much
attention is given to approximate solutions for metric TSP, where the distance
matrix is a metric (nonnegative, symmetric, and satisfying the triangle inequality). An algorithm of Christo des [6] nds a metric TSP solution with cost
at most 3=2 times optimal. We would prefer a polynomial time approximation
scheme (PTAS); that is, for each " > 0, we would like a polynomial time algorithm which produces a solution with cost at most 1+ " times optimal. However,
metric TSP is MAXSNP-hard even when all distances are one or two [12], and
so there is some positive "0 such that nding a 1+ "0 approximation is NP-hard.
Indeed, the 3=2 guarantee of Christo des has not been improved (although in
practice, other heuristics are much better).
However, there has been recent progress in certain restricted metric spaces.
In [8] we found a PTAS for the TSP on the nodes of an unweighted planar
graph, where the metric is given by shortest path lengths in the graph. We
later generalized [4] this to allow distances de ned by non-negative edge costs.
Arora [3] (also Mitchell [11]) gave a PTAS for the TSP and related problems
?
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for points in a Euclidean space of xed dimension. Roughly speaking, all of
these results depend on the ability to nd inexpensive and \well-connected"
separators.
In this paper we extend the methods of [4] from planar graphs to larger
graph families. This leads us to a general notion of well-connected separator
that may have other algorithmic applications. We present two subgraph nding
algorithms; in both algorithms the goal is a light subgraph, meaning that it
has low total edge weight. In Section 3 we give an algorithm nding a light
separator subgraph with few connected components, in graphs from any family
with a nontrivial excluded minor. In Section 4 we give an algorithm nding a
light spanner with low stretch factor, in graphs from a family G (k), to be de ned.
This family includes graphs of bounded genus.
Finally, in Section 5 we sketch a QPTAS (quasi-polynomial time approximation scheme) for metric TSP in two situations. First, for the shortest path
metric in an unweighted graph from a family with an excluded minor. Second,
for the shortest path metric in an edge-weighted graph from family G (k), for any
xed k. Both schemes run in time nO(log log n) .

2 Preliminaries
All graphs in this paper are undirected and simple. A graph G = (V; E ) is edgeweighted if it has a non-negative weight (or length) `(e) on each edge e 2 E ; it
is vertex-weighted if it has a non-negative weight w(v) on each vertex v 2 V . A
subgraph H of G inherits these weights on its edges and vertices. The total edge
weight and vertex weight in H are denoted by `(H ) and w(H ), respectively. The
number of connected components in H is denoted #(H ).
When G is edge-weighted, dG (u; v) denotes the minimum length `(P ) of a
path P connecting endpoints u and v. This is zero when u = v, and +1 when
u and v are disconnected. G0 = (V; E 0 ) is a spanning subgraph if it spans each
component of G. Clearly dG (u; v)  dG (u; v); the stretch factor sf(G0 ; G) is the
minimum s such that dG (u; v)  s  dG (u; v) for all u; v 2 V (it suces to
consider only edge pairs fu; vg 2 E ). When sf(G0 ; G)  s, we say that G0 is an
s-spanner in G.
Given a graph G, a minor of G is a graph resulting from some sequence of edge
deletion, vertex deletion, or edge contraction operations (denoted G , e, G , v,
and G=e respectively). Since we only consider simple graphs, we discard selfloops and parallel edges. We say G has an H -minor (denoted H < G) if G has a
minor isomorphic to H . A hereditary graph property is a class P of graphs closed
under isomorphism, such that whenever G is in P , so are its minors. In a series
of papers, Robertson and Seymour show that every hereditary graph property
is characterized by a nite set of forbidden minors (see [7] for an overview).
The prime example is Kuratowski's characterization of planar graphs by the
forbidden minors fK5 ; K3;3g.
For a subset X of vertices in G, an X - ap is the vertex set of a connected
component of G , X . Given a vertex-weighted graph G, a separator is a subgraph
0
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S such that every V (S )- ap has weight at most w(G)=2. Note that separators
are usually de ned as just a vertex set, but in this paper we are interested in a
tradeo between `(S ) and #(S ).
Let V (G)k denote the collection of sets of at most k vertices in G. A haven
of order k is a function assigning an X - ap to each X 2 V (G)k , such that
(Y )  (X ) whenever X  Y 2 V (G)k . Given a vertex-weighted graph G
and a non-separator vertex subset X , let w (X ) denote the unique X - ap with
weight exceeding w(G)=2. If X is a separator, let w (X ) = ;. Note that if G has
no separator of size k, then w (restricted to V (G)k ) is a haven of order k.

3 A Well-Connected Separator
Alon, Seymour, and Thomas [1] give a polynomial time algorithm to nd a
separator in a graph with an excluded minor. Speci cally, given as input a vertexweighted graph G and a graph H , their algorithm either nds an H -minor in
G, or it nds a separator in G with at most h3=2 n1=2 vertices, where h is the
number of vertices in H . In particular, if we x a non-trivial hereditary graph
property P and only consider inputs G 2 P , then this algorithm nds separators
of size O(n1=2 ); this generalizes the planar separator theorem [10].
They (and we) only consider the case H = Kh, since a Kh-minor implies an
H -minor. A covey is a forest C in G such that each pair of component trees is
connected by an edge of G. A covey with #(C ) = h witnesses a Kh-minor.
In our application, G is also edge-weighted. We modify their algorithm to
allow a trade-o between the total edge weight of the separator and the number
of its connected components. We claim the following:
Theorem 1. There is a polynomial time algorithm taking as input a vertexweighted edge-weighted graph G, a positive integer h, and a positive real "  1,
and which produces as output either:
(a) a Kh -minor in G, or
(b) a separator S of G such that `(S )  " h `(G) and #(S )  h2 =".
We use much of their algorithm unchanged, so in this abstract we simply describe
and analyze our changes. Our basic subroutine is the following slight modi cation
of [1, Lemma 2.1]:
Lemma 2. Let G be an edge-weighted graph with m edges, let A1 ; : : : ; Ak be
subsets of V (G), and let " be a positive real number. There is a polynomial time
algorithm which returns either:
(i) a tree T in G such that `(T )  " `(G) and V (T ) \ Ai 6= ; for i = 1; : : : ; k; or
(ii) a set Z  V (G) such that jZ j  (k , 1)=" and no Z - ap intersects all of
A1 ; : : : ; Ak .
The proof of this lemma is essentially the same, except that we use a shortest
paths tree rather than breadth rst search. The rest of the proof is omitted.
The algorithm is iterative. After t steps of the algorithm, we have a subgraph Xt and a covey Ct ; initially X0 and C0 are empty. In step t of the algorithm, we halt if either #(Ct,1 )  h or Xt,1 is a separator. Otherwise, we let

Bt,1 = w (Xt,1 ) and we invoke Lemma 2 on G[Bt,1 ], where the Ai 's are the
neighborhoods of the component trees in Ct,1 ; we call this step either a T -step
or a Z -step, depending on which is returned. The returned T or Z is then used
to de ne Xt and Ct , according to several cases as described in [1]. We have these
invariants:
1. Xt is a subgraph of Ct.
2. For each component tree C in Ct , either Xt \ C equals some T returned in
a T -step, or Xt \ C is a set of disconnected vertices contained in some Z
returned in a Z -step.
3. Bt  Bt,1 ; and if these are equal, then Xt  Xt,1 .
4. V (Ct ) and Bt are disjoint.
By the rst invariant, Xt is the union of at most h parts of the form Xt \ C .
By the second invariant and Lemma 2, each part has `(Xt \ C )  "  `(G) and
#(Xt \ C )  (k , 1)=". Therefore `(Xt )  h " `(G) and #(Xt )  h2 =", as
required in Theorem 1(b).
By invariant 3 above, we see that the sequence of pairs (jBt j; jXt j) is lexicographically decreasing; therefore the algorithm halts after at most n2 iterations.
In fact an improved time analysis is possible, but we omit it here.
Remark. Our algorithm (and the original) may also be useful in situations where
we have a G with no Kh -minor, but the vertex-weighting w is unknown. Observe
that w a ects the algorithm in only two ways. First, it can tell us when to
stop because Xt is a separator. Second, when we update Xt,1 , Bt,1 splits into
disjoint aps, and w tells us which ap to take as the next Bt . Since the Bt 's
decrease, the tree of possible computations (depending on w) has at most n
leaves. The tree depth is at most the maximum number of iterations, considered
above. Therefore there is a polynomial size collection of vertex sets in G, such
that for any weighing w, one of them is a separator satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 1(b).

4 The Span Algorithm
Althofer et al. [2] introduced the following greedy algorithm to nd an s-spanner
in an edge-weighted graph G. The parameter s is at least one, and dG (e) denotes
the length of the shortest path in G0 connecting the endpoints of edge e (the
length may be +1):
Span(G = (V; E ); s):
G0 (V; ;)
for all e 2 E in non-decreasing ` order do
if s  `(e) < dG (e) then add e to G0
return G0
In the resulting G0 , we have dG (e)  s  `(e) for every edge e 2 E ; therefore G0
is an s-spanner. By comparison with Kruskal's algorithm, we see that T (G) def
=
0
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Span(G; n , 1) is a minimum spanning forest in G, and Span(G; s) always contains T (G). The Span algorithm is idempotent in this sense: if G0 = Span(G; s),
then G0 = Span(G0 ; s).
e ne the tree weight of G0 as tw(G0 ) = `(G0 )=`(T (G0 )) (note that T (G0 ) =
T (G)). We seek a tradeo between sf(G0 ; G) and tw(G0 ). The algorithm has two
extremes: Span(G; n , 1) has tree weight one but may have stretch factor n , 1;
Span(G; 1) has stretch factor one but may have tree weight nearly n2 =4. For
intermediate s, the following tradeo is known [2, Thm. 2]:
Theorem 3. If s > 1 and G is planar then tw(Span(G; s))  1 + 2=(s , 1).
With s close to one, this theorem is a critical element of the approximation
scheme for the TSP in weighted planar graphs [5]. Motivated by this application,
we seek to extend the result to larger graph families.
De nition 4. Suppose G is a graph, ` is an edge weighting in G, and T is a
spanning forest. De ne:
1. gap` (e) = dG,e (e) ,
P`(e).
2. gap(G; T ) = max` ( e62T gap` (e))=`(T ), where ` ranges over all edge weightings such that T = T (G).
3. gap(G) = maxT gap(G; T ), where T ranges over all spanning forests.
4. the graph class G (k) = fGj gap(G)  kg.
Remark. Given G and T , gap(G; T ) is the value of a linear program; suppose `
achieves the maximum. If e is a cut edge then gap` (e) is in nite, but it does not
matter since e 2 T (and we may set `(e) = 0). For other edges e we may assume
gap` (e)  0, because otherwise we could improve ` by setting `(e) = dG,e (e).
Theorem 5. G (k) is a hereditary graph property.
Proof. G (k) is easily closed under isomorphism; we need to show gap(H ) 
gap(G) whenever H < G. Take ` and T 0 in H such that gap(H; T 0) = gap(H ).
In G we will de ne an edge weighting (also denoted `) and a spanning forest T .
By induction it suces to consider these three cases:
Case H = G , e: If e connects two components of G , e, let `(e) = 0 and include
e in T so T , e = T 0. Otherwise let `(e) = dG,e (e) and T = T 0.
Case H = G , v: By deleting edges rst, we may assume v is isolated. Then `
is unchanged, and we add the isolated v to T .
Case H = G=e: By deleting edges rst, we may assume that no two edges in G
merge to one in G=e. Let `(e) = 0 and include e in T so that
T=e = T 0.
P
In all cases we have constructed ` and T such that ( e62T gap`(e))=`(T ) =
gap(H; T 0 ), therefore gap(G)  gap(H ) as required.
ut
Let g(H ) denote the girth of a graph H . By considering the uniform edge
weighting `  1, we have:
Corollary 6. gap(G)  maxH (g(H ) , 2)(jE (H )j=(jV (H )j , 1) , 1), where H
ranges over all 2-connected minors of G.

We now relate gap(G) to the Span algorithm. Let gap0̀ (e) denote the edge
gap in G0 , that is dG ,e (e) , `(e).
Lemma 7. If G0 = Span(G; s), then `(e) < 1=(s , 1)  gap0̀ (e) for all e in G0.
0

Proof. We follow [2, Lem. 3]. Let P be the shortest path in G0 , e connecting the
endpoints of e. Just before the algorithm inserts the longest edge f 2 feg [ P ,
we have s  `(e)  s  `(f ) < dG ,f (f )  `(P ) = dG ,e (e).
ut
Theorem 8. If s > 1 and G 2 G (k), then tw(Span(G; s))  1 + k=(s , 1).
0

0

Proof. We are given G with some weighting `. Let G0 = Span(G; s); we need to
show tw(G0 )  1 + k=(s , 1). Theorem
5 implies gap(G0 )  k. Let T = T (G0 ).
P
0
By
de nition of gap(G ), e62T gap0̀ (e)  k`(T ). By the lemma we have
Pe62the
ut
T `(e)  k=(s , 1)`(T ), and the result now follows.
Remark. Theorem 3 is proved by showing G (2) contains all planar graphs. Although not stated in this way, they construct a feasible point in a linear program
dual to the de nition of gap(G; T ) (it is feasible even if we drop the T = T (G)
constraint).
Lemma 6 implies that Kh is a forbidden minor in G (h=2,1,"); we conjecture
a converse relation.
Conjecture 9. There is a function f () such that G (f (h)) contains all graphs with
no Kh -minor.
Absent this conjecture, we o er weaker evidence that G (k) is interesting:
Lemma 10. Suppose G has genus g; that is, G may be drawn without crossings
on an orientable surface with g handles. Then G 2 G (12g , 4).
Proof. (Sketch.) Suppose G is drawn in an orientable surface with g handles.
Choose a spanning tree T such that gap(G; T ) = gap(G). For edges e; f 62 T ,
say they are equivalent if the cycles in e + T and f + T are homotopic. If we
take T and all the edges of one equivalence class, we get a planar subgraph
of G. Suppose there are h equivalence classes; then G is the union of h planar
subgraphs G1P; :h: : ; Gh with a common spanning tree T . By De nition 4 we see
gap(G; T )  i=1 gap(Gi ; T ), and this is at most 2h.
It now suces to show h  6g , 2. We contract T to a point p, so the arcs
become non-crossing non-homotopic loops based at p. We pick one loop of each
class, and consider the faces de ned by these h loops. We may assume that each
face is a 2-cell, otherwise we could add another loop. Since no two loops are
homotopic, no face has two sides. There may be one face bounded by one loop
e, but then the other side ofP
e has at least four sides; all other faces have at least
three sides. Therefore 2e =  jj  3f , 1, where e is the number of loops, f
is the number of faces, and jj is the number of sides of face . Combining this
with Euler's formula v , e + f = 2 , 2g gives our bound (here v = 1). A simple
construction shows h = 6g , 2 is achievable for g  1.
ut

5 The Approximation Schemes
We will reuse the methods introduced for planar graphs [8, 4], and only sketch
them here. We are given as input a connected graph G, and a parameter " > 0.
Our goal is to nd a circuit in the graph visiting each vertex at least once, and
with length within 1 + " times the minimum (this is equivalent to the original
metric TSP formulation). The minimum lies between `(T (G)) and 2`(T (G)), so
it suces to nd a solution with additive error at most "`(T (G)). We need to
handle these two cases:
Case G is unweighted and has no Kh-minor: We introduce the uniform edge
weighting `  1. By Mader's Theoremp[7, 8.1.1] there is a constant K such that
`(G)  K`(T (G)) (the best K is (h log h) [14]).
Case G is weighted and in G (k): We replace G by Span(G; 1 + "=4); this substitution introduces at most ("=2)`(T (G)) additive error. Theorem 8 implies
`(G)  K`(T (G)), where K = 1 + 4k=". Also by Lemma 6 we know G contains
no Kh -minor, for h  2(k + 1).
Now in either case we know that G has no Kh -minor, and that `(G)  K`(T ).
We now need to nd a circuit within ("=2)`(T (G)) of optimal in time nO(log log n) ,
where the hidden constant depends on ", h, and K .
Given a separator S of G, it is easy to nd a separation : that is a triple
(S; A1 ; A2 ) such that S is a subgraph, A1 [ A2 = V (G), A1 \ A2 = V (S ), there
are no edges between A1 , S and A2 , S , and each Ai , S has vertex weight at
most (2=3)w(G). So by Theorem 1, we have:
Corollary 11. Suppose G is an edge-weighted graph with no Kh-minor, and
  1 is a positive real number. Then there is a polynomial time algorithm
nding a separation (S; A1 ; A2 ) of G such that `(S )   `(G) and #(S )  h3 =.
We give G a uniform vertex-weighting w. We will build a linear size decomposition tree T of G, by repeated application of Corollary 11 with the parameter
 = "= log n, where > 0 is a constant to be determined.
If a weighted graph F in T has less than (,2 ) vertices, then it is a leaf.
Otherwise, we apply Corollary 11 to nd a separation (SF ; A1 ; A2 ) in F . For
each Ai we let Fi denote the graph that results from F [Ai ] by contracting each
component of SF to a point; F1 and F2 are the children of F in T . We call the
new contracted points portal points, and give them (for now) zero weight. Note
that Fi may also inherit portal points from F , and that each edge of F appears
in at most one child.
Since w(Fi )  2=3w(F ), the depth of T is O(log n). We introduce at most
f = h3 = new portals in each split, so every graph in T has at most p portals,
where p = O(f log n) = O(h3 (log2 n)="). Since each original edge of G appears
at most once in a level of T , the edges of all SF contracted in a single level have
total weight at most  `(G). Summing over all levels, the total weight of all the
contracted spanners is O("`(G)). By a suitable choice of = (1=K ), we may
ensure that this is at most ("=4)`(T (G)).
Consider the optimum circuit  in G. After performing the splits and contractions,  has an image F in each graph F of T ; F enters and leaves F through

its portals in some order, de ning a sequence of portal-terminated paths within
F , covering its vertices. Furthermore, by a simple patching argument [4, Lemma
3.2], we may rearrange  (without changing its cost) so that each F uses each
portal of F at most twice as an endpoint.
Therefore, we are led to the following problem, which we will solve approximately by dynamic programming in the tree T . Given a graph F 2 T and an
sequence  of its portals where each portal appears at most twice in , a -tour
of F is a sequence of paths covering F , with path endpoints as speci ed by the
list . For each , we want to nd a near-optimal -tour in F .
If F is a leaf in T , then we exactly solve each such problem in 2O(1=) time,
using the ordinary minor separator theorem [1]. If F has children, then after
we have solved all such problems for F1 and F2 , we may solve them for F as
follows. Consider all pairings of a 1 -tour in F1 and a 2 -tour in F2 ; if they are
compatible, their paths patch together to give us some -tour in F . For each ,
we record the cheapest combination obtained; we then recover a true -tour in
F by \uncontracting" the edges of SF and charging each uncontracted edge at
most twice.
As shown above, the total weight of all these charged edges (over all of T ) is
at most ("=4)`(T (G)), therefore the total additive error in these contributed by
this uncontraction is ("=2)`(T (G)). We can show that this is the only source of
additive error in our solution, so we have the promised approximation scheme.
The time of the above algorithm is roughly the number of dynamic programming subproblems,
which is nO(1) pO(p) . With our previous bound for p, this is
O
((Kh3 =") log n log log n)
n
. In fact we can do better; by using the portal weighing
scheme of [8], we can ensure that each graph in T has at most p = 6f portals,
while T3 still has O(log n) depth. With this improvement, our time bound is
nO((Kh =") log log n) .

6 Open Problems
Of course proving Conjecture 9 would help unify our present results.
We would prefer a true polynomial time approximation scheme, rather than
quasi-polynomial. Our obstacle is the number of portal orderings  that we must
consider for each F . In the case of planar graphs [4], we overcame the obstacle
by observing that we only needed to consider those -tours corresponding to
non-crossing paths in an embedding of F on a sphere with O(1) holes. This
observation reduces the number of  considered to a simple exponential 2O(p) ,
and consequently the total time is polynomial in n. In the present situation, a
bound like the above is unknown, but it is at least plausible. This is because
graphs with a forbidden minor are characterized [13] in terms of blocks that can
be \nearly drawn" on a 2-manifold with a bounded genus and number of holes.
We would also like to solve the Steiner version of the problem, where along
with G we are given a set of \terminal" vertices, and we want to nd a minimum
length tour visiting all the terminals. The remark at the end of Section 3 is a
preliminary step in that direction.
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